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I have over 10+ years working with languages in diverse environments. I have worked 

with students of all ages and nationalities. My work experience includes not only 

teaching but also research and development in language-learning technology, 

website building, and curriculum development. Unlike many English teachers, I have 

studied several different languages. During my experiences studying these languages 

I built and designed systems for learning languages easily and enjoyably, particularly 

English and Spanish.

Certifications

2011-11 100 Hour International TEFL Teacher Training

2019-07 200 Hour Yoga Teacher Training

English, native, neutral American accent
Native

Spanish - B2 - Latin American accent
Superior

2006-09 - 2010-07 Bachelor of Science: Radio/TV/Film, Asian Studies
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh - Oshkosh, Wisconsin

My degree was focused on video production, particularly the computer skills.
Although I no longer work in video production, the computer skills I learned through
video editing and my own independent work have greatly enhanced my teaching
and language learning skills. I use these skills to maintain my website and create
new language learning content and technology for my students.

2009-05 - Current Polyglots & Language Hacking
The Internet - Online

I have been obsessed with polyglots and their methods of learning since I first
traveled to Thailand in 2009. I have taken various language learning and memory



Work History

hacking courses offered by polyglots and have spent thousands of hours
researching and testing the most cutting edge language learning methods and
technology in the world both on myself and my students.

2019-06 - 2019-07 200 Hour Yoga Teacher Training: Yoga, Tantra, Shamanism
Durga's Tiger School - Quito, Ecuador

Received 200 Yoga Teacher Certification
Studied and learned to teach Kaula Tantra Yoga
Subjects studied included Kaula Tantra Yoga, Kundalini Yoga, Durga's Tiger
Dance, Shamanism, Pranayam, Meditation, Intuitive Anatomy, Psychology of
Chakras, Applied Tantra Philosophy, and Theater

2017-01 - Current Online English Teacher

Teach students the "polyglot way" of learning languages
Teach pronunciation training and accent reduction
Create unique, personalized curricula and learning materials based on my
students' needs
Track students' progress and plan for their continuous improvement

2016-01 - Current Writer, Researcher, Developer

AnkiMaster.com (self)
Developing application software for learning the entire English language with
intelligent multimedia flashcards
Write and edit online learning resources and content
Develop and test new methodology
Created a comprehensive English speed-learning program based on the
self-study habits of polyglots
Created a complete accent reduction flashcard system that has been
downloaded and used by nearly 1,000 people

2018-03 - 2019-06 Substitute Teacher
School Districts, Green Bay, Wisconsin

Teach students at middle schools and high schools in the Green Bay area
Carry out teacher's plans for the day

2013-08 - 2014-07 English Teacher
Interac America, Miyoshi, Hiroshima, JAPAN

Teaching in Japan was a very intense cultural experience. I learned a lot about
Asian culture and had to adapt to a very different way of life. After following a very
ineffective government curriculum very strictly, I was inspired to build my English First
Aid project.



Skills

2012-03 - 2012-08 English Teacher
Sasang-gu Global Academy, Busan, South Korea

Designed and supplemented lesson plans according to the school's curriculum
Maintained a constructive, collaborative relationship with my Korean
co-teacher
Taught "themed" English classes including math, science, dance, and cooking

2010-10 - 2011-07 English Teacher
Dhammakaya Foundation, Private Schools, Bangkok, Thailand

Taught English in volunteer settings as a 1-on-1 tutor
Co-taught English classes in schools with students from age 7 to 12 years old

2009-06 - 2009-08 Editor, Cameraman, Production Assistant
Dhamma Media Channel, Bangkok, Thailand

Worked as cameraman and production assistant during a wide variety of video
productions
Independently produced videos in English to inform and promote various events
and programs happening around the temple (see my Vimeo channel)

Teaching
Excellent

Teaching ESL online
Excellent

Spanish
Very Good

Curriculum Develpment
Excellent

Writing
Very Good

Spaced Repetition Software
Excellent

Video Production
Good

Web Development
Average

Research
Excellent

Computers
Excellent



Accomplishments

Yoga
Very Good

2017-present - Organizer of the DIY Language Speed-Learning and Language
Exchange Meetup where people come to practice and share their languages
2016-present - Organizer of Green Bay Sacred Plant Medicines, a meetup for
learning about traditional, shamanistic medicines
2016-2017 - Successfully taught myself to speak fluent Spanish with my English
First Aid Flashcard system (see this video: https://youtu.be/5O2rlWrsGzA)
Jan 2018 - traveled to Spain for 3 months to practice my Spanish
June 2019 - traveled to Ecuador for 3 months to study yoga and perfect my
Spanish
2013-2014 - studied Japanese and learned to understand and write 2,000 kanji
using spaced repetition software
Top rated tutor on Verbling.com
Produced several videos including short films, documentaries, and tutorial
videos. Search "Vinny Champeau" on YouTube or see my Vimeo channels:
https://vimeo.com/album/5505283 , https://vimeo.com/showcase/5505276


